Binocular competition affects the pattern and intensity of ocular activation columns in the visual cortex of cats.
The effect of binocular competition on the development of ocular activation columns in areas 17 and 18 of cats was studied using the 14C-2-deoxyglucose (14C-2DG) technique to visualize the regions of cortex activated by one eye in cats reared with equal alternating monocular exposure (equal AME), unequal AME, or monocular deprivation (MD). The average size of the ocular activation columns of the eye stimulated during administration of 2DG was positively correlated with the competitive advantage during rearing. In order of increasing percentage of visual cortex activated, the eyes were (1) deprived eye of MD cats, (2) less experienced eye of unequal AME cats, (3) either eye of equal AME cats, (4) more experienced eye of unequal AME cats, and (5) experienced eye of MD cats. In area 17, the shape of the activation columns also was affected by the relative experience of the eye. The columns of the deprived eye of MD cats were widest in layer IV, where they were about the same width as those of the less experienced eye of the unequal AME cats; in other layers they were narrower, sometimes disappearing altogether. In contrast, the activation columns of the less experienced eye of the unequal AME cats were about the same width in all layers. These results suggest that when one eye is placed at a severe disadvantage and receives no patterned input, as in MD, both geniculocortical connections and intracortical connections may be disrupted, but when the disadvantage is less, as in unequal AME, only the geniculocortical connections are disrupted. Binocular competition also affected the intensity of activation within columns in area 17. We used video densitometry to determine ratios of the amount of label in cortical and thalamic structures. Both the ratio of label in area 17 to that in the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) and the ratio of label in the binocular segment of area 17 to that in the monocular segment were significantly less for the deprived eye of MD cats than for any other group. These results suggest that even within the smaller activation columns, deprived geniculocortical afferents are relatively ineffective at driving cortical cells. This finding is consistent with earlier reports that the synapses from the deprived pathway are both morphologically abnormal and reduced in number. The cortical labeling for the less experienced eye of the unequal AME cats and the experienced eye of the MD cats were also significantly less than that in equal AME cats.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)